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Introduction: Generally

– Two state court cases involving Ford before SCOTUS: Argued October 
7, 2020; will be decided soon

– Basic Facts: 
• Injured plaintiff (decedent) is a resident of the forum State;
• Accidents occurred in the forum State involving a Ford vehicle;
• Subject vehicles not designed, assembled or first sold in the forum 

State
• Ford advertises, sells and services the subject model as well as 

other models in the forum State
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Introduction: Generally (cont.)

Issue: Whether P’s cause of action “arises out of or 

relates to” forum-related contacts on the part of Ford 

such that specific jurisdiction can be asserted?
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What We Will Discuss

– Quick review of pertinent concepts

– Review SCOTUS Precedent on the “Arise out of or relate 

to” case-linked requirement for specific jurisdiction

– Present the facts and principal arguments in the Ford 

cases

– Discuss the potential ramifications of alternative 

outcomes

4

Constitutional Constraints on Personal Jurisdiction

• Due Process clause of the 14th Amendment to the U.S. Constitution 
protects an individual’s right to be deprived of life, liberty or property, 
only by the exercise of lawful power.  Every jurisdictional analysis must 
consider whether Due Process is violated.  

Federalism: Due Process is a limit on judicial power of a State Court 
over non-residents.  

Predictability: Due Process limits ensure fairness and fair warning 
to D that its actions will have jurisdictional consequences so that it 
can structure its conduct accordingly

5

Two Types of Personal Jurisdiction

• General jurisdiction: “All-purpose”: If general jurisdiction exists, P can 
sue D for any kind of claim

–“At Home” Standard: Paradigm for a corporation: State of 
incorporation and State of ppob

–Exceptional circumstances exception: Perkins 

• Specific jurisdiction: “Case-linked”: If specific jurisdiction exists, P can 
only sue D for a case in which there is a link between D’s contacts with 
the forum State and P’s claims.

6
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Two Types of Personal Jurisdiction

•Specific jurisdiction: “Case-linked” requirement: 
P’s cause of action must “arise out of or relate 
to” D’s contacts with the forum State 

7

Due Process Analysis for Specific Jurisdiction

1) Has D “purposefully availed” itself of the forum State?

2)    Do P’s Claims “Arise out of or relate to” D’s contacts with the 
forum State? (Case-linked requirement): Ford Cases

3)      Can assertion of jurisdiction over D be asserted without violating 
“traditional notions of fair play and substantial justice”?  

(Reasonableness analysis): Considers State interests in the 
litigation, burden on D, interest of P in obtaining relief, efficient 
resolution of controversies, advancement of social policies

8

Crux of the Ford Cases: What is the Test for “Arise 
out of or relate to”?

– Ford: “Arise out of” means that D’s contacts with the forum State 
caused P’s claims and so a causal test should be used.  The “or 
relate to” portion of the “case-linked” requirement has no 
independent meaning.

• Common sense argument: If P’s accident and the claims based on that accident 
would have been the same even if D had no contacts at all with the forum State, 
then P’s claims do not “arise out of or relate to” D’s forum-related contacts. 

– Respondents (plaintiffs): The “arise out of or relate to” requirement 
is phrased in the disjunctive and each portion should be given 
meaning, such that a “relatedness” test for “or relate to” should be 
used.

9
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Ford v. Montana 8th Judicial District: Facts 

• Plaintiff: Montana resident, driving the car, died in the accident

• Accident: On a Montana highway due to tire tread separation and loss of control 

• Subject vehicle:  1996 Ford Explorer designed in Michigan, assembled in Kentucky, 
sold by Ford to an independent dealership in Washington State and first purchased by 
an Oregon resident.  Arrived in Montana years later after changing hands several times 
in transactions not involving Ford or Ford dealerships. 

• Ford contacts with Montana: Advertised, sold and serviced new and used Ford 
Explorers and other Ford vehicles in Montana through its 36 Ford dealerships in 
Montana 

10

Ford v. Montana 8th Judicial District: 
Montana Supreme Court Decision

•Montana Supreme Court held that there was specific 
jurisdiction.

–Case-linked test for PL cases: P’s claims “relate to” D’s forum-related 
activities if a nexus exists between the product and D’s in-state 
activity and if D could have reasonably foreseen its product being 
used in Montana.

–Test satisfied: Ford’s activities in Montana of advertising, selling and 
servicing of new and used Ford vehicles including the 1996 Explorer 
model (albeit not the subject vehicle) were “tied to” the purchase and 
use of the subject used vehicle by decedent in Montana.

11

Ford v. Bandemer: Facts

• Plaintiff: Resident of Minnesota, passenger, seriously injured  

• Accident: On a Minnesota roadway

• Subject vehicle: 1994 Crown Victoria designed in Michigan, assembled 
in Ontario, Canada, sold by Ford to an independent dealership in North 
Dakota.  Changed  hands multiple times without the involvement of 
Ford or Ford dealerships. 

• Ford contacts with Minnesota: Sold 200,000 Ford vehicles and more 
than 2000 1994 Crown Victoria vehicles in Minnesota over the period of 
interest; advertised and marketed in Minnesota and collected data on 
how its vehicles performed through its dealerships in Minnesota 

12
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Ford v. Bandemer: Minnesota Supreme Court Decision

• Minnesota Supreme Court held that there was specific jurisdiction.

– Did not require a causal link between D’s contacts with Minnesota 
and P’s claims.  

• Court recognized that Ford’s contacts that caused the claim—designing, 
manufacturing, warrantying or warning about the subject 1994 Crown Victoria 
occurred outside of Minnesota.

– Due process is satisfied as long as Ford’s contacts “relate to” the 
claim

• Ford’s Minnesota contacts were sufficiently “related to” P’s claims to allow 
assertion of specific jurisdiction 

13

Pertinent SCOTUS Precedent

• International Shoe Co. v. State of Washington [1945]: D’s obligations must 
“arise out of or are connected with” its activities within the forum State to assert 
jurisdiction.

• Helicopteros Nacionales de Columbia, S.A. v. Hall [1984]: In three 

footnotes, the Court cites law review articles which refer to “specific” and “general” 
jurisdiction and the distinction between them. 

– Footnote 10 indicates that the Court expresses no opinion as to whether the terms 
“arise out of” and “related to” describe different connections between a cause of 
action and D’s contacts with the forum State.

– Brennan dissent: “Specific” jurisdiction can be asserted under “or relate to” test 

14

Pertinent SCOTUS Precedent (cont.)

– Burger King Corp. v. Rudzewicz [1985] 

• Forum State has a “manifest interest” in providing its residents 
with a convenient forum for redressing injuries inflicted by out-of-
state actors

• Where Ds “purposefully derive benefit” from interstate activities, it 
may be unfair to allow them to escape having to account in other 
States for consequences that “arise proximately” from such 
activities.

• Cited with approval the “arise out of or relate to” language from 
Helicopteros15
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Pertinent SCOTUS Precedent (cont.)

– Goodyear Dunlop Tires Operations, S.A. v. Brown
[2011] 

• Made clear distinction between “general” jurisdiction and 
“specific” jurisdiction.

– Characterized “specific” jurisdiction as “case-linked.”

• Quoting Helicopteros, noted that “Adjudicatory authority is 
‘specific’ when the suit ‘arises out of or relate[s] to the 
defendant’s contacts with the forum.’”

16

Pertinent SCOTUS Precedent (cont.)

– Walden v. Fiore [2014] 

• No discussion of “arise out of or relate to” requirement per 
se, but is heavily relied on by Ford, so merits closer review 

• Facts:

–Fiore and her husband were professional gamblers.  
They were en route from gambling in Puerto Rico to 
their home in Nevada, with a connecting flight out of 
Atlanta. 

17

Pertinent SCOTUS Precedent (cont.)

– Walden v. Fiore: Facts (cont.) 

• Walden was a police officer in Georgia who was on assignment with the 
federal Drug Enforcement Agency at the Atlanta airport.

• Acting on a tip from the authorities in Puerto Rico that the Fiores were 
carrying $97,000 in cash, Walden searched the Fiores and confiscated the 
cash, even though they explained that it was their gambling stake and 
winnings.

• Walden later submitted an affidavit to show probable cause for forfeiture of 
the funds, which the Fiores claimed was false and misleading.

18
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Pertinent SCOTUS Precedent (cont.)

– Walden v. Fiore: Facts (cont.) 

• Fiores sued Walden in federal district court in Nevada.  The issue before 
SCOTUS was whether the Nevada court had jurisdiction over Walden.

– Holding and Rationale

• There was no “specific” jurisdiction.  Specific jurisdiction focuses on the 
relationship among D, the forum and the litigation.  D’s suit-related conduct 
must create a substantial connection with the forum State.

– Relationship must arise out of contacts that D itself creates with the forum 
State itself, not with persons who reside there.

19

Pertinent SCOTUS Precedent: Walden v. Fiore 
Holding and Rationale (cont.)

• D’s relationship with P or with third parties, who, in turn, have connections with 
the forum State is insufficient for jurisdiction.

• Mere injury to a forum resident is not enough for jurisdiction.  “[A]n injury is 
only jurisdictionally relevant insofar as it shows that D has formed a contact 
with the forum State.”

• In this case, Walden’s conduct was performed entirely in Georgia and he had 
no connection with Nevada.  The fact that his actions had an “effect” on the 
Fiores in Nevada had no jurisdictional significance.

• Note: No discussion of “arise out of or relate to” in the rationale for the holding.

20

Pertinent SCOTUS Precedent (cont.)

– Bristol-Myers Squibb Co. v. Superior Court of California [2017] 

– Facts:

– Over 600 Ps filed suit in California state court v. BMS in products liability action 
over the drug Plavix

• Many Ps were not California residents, but some were.  BMS only challenged 
jurisdiction over the claims by non-California Ps.

• BMS was incorporated in Delaware and had its ppob in NY.  Had a California 
distributor of Plavix and research facilities in California unrelated to Plavix.

• BMS sold 187 million Plavix pills in California between 2006 and 2012 grossing 
more than $900 million in sales

21
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Pertinent SCOTUS Precedent: BMS (cont.)

– California Supreme Court: Used a “sliding scale” to assess “arise 
out of or relate to”:

• The degree to which P’s claims had to “relate to” D’s contacts with California 
depended upon the degree of unrelated contacts that D had with California.  
The more unrelated contacts that D had with California, the more relaxed is the 
standard of what it means to “relate to”  

• Given that BMS had significant contacts with California that did not relate to 
Plavix, the degree of relatedness of its California contacts to P’s claims was 
less than it would have been absent those unrelated contacts.  

• Assertion of jurisdiction over the non-California P’s claims was proper.

22

Pertinent SCOTUS Precedent: BMS (cont.)

– SCOTUS: Reversed, holding that there was no jurisdiction over BMS 
because the claims by the non-California Ps did not “arise out of or relate 
to” BMS’ contacts with California.

• Non-California Ps were not injured in California

• Non-California Ps did not purchase Plavix in California

• No evidence that the non-California Ps purchased Plavix that had been 
distributed by BMS’s California distributor

• The sliding scale used by the California Supreme Court created a “loose 
and spurious form of general jurisdiction.”

23

Ford Cases: Ford and Respondent’s Arguments: Focus 
on Underlying Policies of Due Process: Federalism

• Federalism: Territorial Limits on the ability of a State Court to exercise its sovereignty 
over the conduct of an out-of-State D; Allocation of jurisdiction among the States as 
co-equal sovereigns in a federal system

– FORD:

• Causal test allows jurisdiction to be asserted in only those places where D took 
or aimed some act that P’s suit seeks to regulate.

• Relatedness test would allow forum State to use D’s unconnected in-State 
activities as a hook to regulate D’s out-of-State activities that actually form the 
basis of P’s claims

• Relatedness test applied to a D that operates nationally would not allocate 
jurisdiction at all.  If a State can regulate D’s out-of-State activities simply 
because the activity resembles something that D did in the forum State, the 
territorial limitations on State power would be nullified.  

24
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Ford and Respondent’s Arguments: Focus on Underlying 
Policies of Due Process: Federalism (cont.)

– Federalism (cont.)

• RESPONDENTS:

– Ford’s causation test would undermine federalism by 
allocating jurisdiction to those States with a minor interest in 
the litigation (e.g., where the product was assembled or first 
sold)  and depriving jurisdiction to the State with the most 
significant interest, i.e., the one where P was a resident and 
was injured.

– Ford’s causation test would also undermine federalism by 
impeding a State’s ability to enforce its own laws.

25

Ford’s and Respondent’s Arguments: Focus on Underlying 
Policies of Due Process: Predictability

• Predictability: Provide D with fair warning that its acts will have 
jurisdictional consequences in the forum State so that it can structure 
its primary conduct accordingly 

FORD:

– Causal test is more predictable.  What’s “related” in a relatedness test?

– Relatedness test does not allow structuring of primary conduct

• Under a relatedness test, Ford can’t confidently structure its future
conduct, e.g., where it manufactures and sells a new vehicle in order to 
limit where it might be sued--- because the relatedness test would 
potentially subject Ford to specific jurisdiction for past sales of similar
vehicles   

26

Ford’s and Respondent’s Arguments: Focus on Underlying 
Policies of Due Process: Predictability (cont.)

– Predictability (cont.)

RESPONDENTS:

• Relatedness test gives Ford fair warning that it will be subject to jurisdiction in 
products liability suits in any State where it extensively markets and sells a 
particular product.  

• Structuring primary conduct: SCOTUS has never held that Due Process 
requires that D have “fine-grained” control over a State’s jurisdiction.

– Reducing volume of sales may reduce the number of suits, but Ford is still 
on notice under the relatedness test that it might be subject to jurisdiction 
in a suit involving a particular product wherever it has marketed that 
product.

27
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Ford’s and Respondent’s Arguments: Focus on Policy 
Considerations: Forum State’s Interest in Protecting its Citizens

– Forum State has an Interest in Protecting its Citizens from 
Dangerous Products Marketed and Sold There

RESPONDENTS: 

• Forum State has strong interest in providing a convenient forum 
for its citizens to redress injuries caused by out-of-State actors.

– It’s not fair to require a citizen of the forum State who is injured in the forum 
State to prosecute the action in some distant State.

– P with multiple claims against several Ds might be forced to sue in multiple 
States.

– Ford’s hidden agenda is to discourage suits in the first place because of the 
inconvenience factor to plaintiffs.

28

Ford’s and Respondent’s Arguments: Focus on Policy 
Considerations: Forum State’s Interest in Protecting its Citizens 
(cont.)

– Forum State has an Interest in Protecting its Citizens from 
Dangerous Products Marketed and Sold There (cont.)

RESPONDENTS: (cont.)

• Ford’s causation test would undermine the forum State’s 
ability to directly enforce its own laws because the suit 
would have to proceed in a different State, but would 
apply the law of the forum State.

29

Ford’s and Respondent’s Arguments: Focus on Policy 
Considerations: Forum State’s Interest in Protecting its Citizens 
(cont.)

– Forum State has an Interest in Protecting its Citizens from 
Dangerous Products Marketed and Sold There (cont.)

FORD: 

• The interests of the forum State and the fairness to P are only 
considered in the “reasonableness” analysis

– Irrelevant in the “arise out of or relate to” determination.

• The “purposeful availment” and “arise out of or relate to” Due 
Process analyses are only concerned with fairness to D

– Not all Ds are big corporations like Ford; small Ds will be 
burdened with suits in distant States under the relatedness test  

30
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Ford’s and Respondent’s Arguments: Focus on Policy 
Considerations: Forum State’s Interest in Protecting its Citizens 
(cont.)

– Forum State has an Interest in Protecting its Citizens from 
Dangerous Products Marketed and Sold There

FORD: (cont.)

• Causal rule locates jurisdiction in States with a regulatory 
interest in P’s claims because it is grounded in an act which 
D itself took inside or purposefully aimed at a State that led 
to P’s claims

–E.g., the State where the subject product was designed, 
manufactured or first sold

31

“or relate to” portion of the “Arise out of or relate 
to” Case-linked requirement

RESPONDENTS

• Has origins which trace back to International Shoe [1945].  “arise out of 
or are connected with”

• SCOTUS has always phrased it in the disjunctive

– Ford reference to a treatise on statutory interpretation actually undercuts its 
argument 

– Use of “or relate to” by SCOTUS avoids Ps having to satisfy a rigid causal test

• The specific phrase “arising out of or related to” was derived from a 
1966 law review article which made it clear that they were two separate 
concepts. 

– SCOTUS cited the article when it first mentioned that phrase in Helicopteros [1984] 

32

“or relate to” portion of the “Arise out of or relate 
to” Case-linked requirement

FORD

• SCOTUS has said that its opinions should not be interpreted like 
statutes.  So can’t conclude that “or relate to” must mean 
something as the lower courts did.    

• SCOTUS precedent has only utilized “arising out of” and never 
utilized “or relate to” when applying the case-linked requirement.

• The Helicopteros Court [1984], which first mentioned the “arise 
out of or relate to” requirement cautioned not to assume that 
“arise out of” and “relate to” meant two different things.  

33
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Possible Ramifications of a Decision for Ford

• Ps injured in and a resident of the forum State may be forced to 
litigate in one or more distant States 

– Forum State might not be able to provide a forum for its 
citizens injured in the State by out-of-state actors 

– Might result in greater networking on the part of plaintiffs’ 
firms because they have to retain counsel in a distant State

– Might result in mergers of plaintiffs’ firms creating mega firms 
that have offices in many different States

34

Possible Ramifications of a Decision for Ford 
(cont.)

• Ds will presumably benefit by having greater predictability as to 
where suit may be brought and possibly a decrease in the number 
of suits because some Ps will be unwilling to sue in distant States.

• Local Ds who are subject to “general” jurisdiction in the forum 
State may have to sue large national Ds in a distant State or be left 
“holding the bag”.

• If Respondents are correct, would lead to significant litigation in 
order to establish a body of case law on proximate cause in the 
jurisdictional context.

35

Possible Ramifications of a Decision for 
Respondents

• Could lead to extreme forum shopping by Ps if the “relatedness” 
test sets a low bar 

• If Ford is correct, would lead to increased jurisdictional discovery 
so P could ascertain D’s “related” contacts with the forum State

• Ds will not be able to predict where they are susceptible to suit 
and change their conduct to avoid jurisdiction, if so desired.

• Small Ds might be burdened by litigation in a distant State.

36
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Predictions?
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